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Abstract 
This paper characterizes, for each i and j, the matroids that are minor-minimal among 
connected matroids M with bij(M) > 0, where t(M) = y bu(M)xiy .j is the Tutte polynomial of 
M. One consequence of this characterization for a connected matroid M is that b11(M) > 0 if 
and only if the two-wheel is a minor of M. Similar results are obtained for other small values of 
i and j. A generalization f these results leads to new combinatorial proofs which strengthen 
known results on the coefficients. These results imply that if M is simple and representable over 
GF(q), then there are coefficients of its Tutte polynomial which count the flats of M of each 
rank that are projective spaces. Similarly, for a simple graphic matroid M(G), there are 
coefficients that count the number of cliques of each size contained in G. ',9 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The Tutte polynomial  of a matro id was introduced by Crapo [5]. It generalizes 
a polynomial  for graphs introduced by Tutte [10] (now also called the Tutte poly- 
nomial). Some evaluations of the Tutte polynomial  correspond to important  invari- 
ants (for example, the characteristic polynomial ,  M6bius function, number of bases, 
number of independent sets, number of spanning sets, etc.). For  a matro id M, the 
Tutte polynomial  is a two-variable polynomial  and, hence, can be expressed in the 
form t(M) = 7£bu(M)xiy j. Important  structural information about M can be obtained 
from the coefficients. For  example, it is well known that a matro id M with at least two 
elements is connected if and only if b lo(M) > 0. Also, a connected matro id M is 
non-uniform if and only if b 11 (M) > 0 [3]. This paper explores the structural informa- 
tion that can be obtained from the coefficients. 
For  a matro id M, if X ~_ E(M), the corank and nullity of X will be denoted and 
defined as follows: cot(X)  = r(M) - r (X)  and nul(X) = IX[ - r(X). The main result 
of Section 2 characterizes the set ~//u of connected matroids M such that bu(M) > 0 
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but bij(N) = 0 for each connected proper minor N of M. This characterization, given 
in Theorem 2.8, depends on the existence of a cyclic flat of corank i and nullity j. 
In Section 3, it is proved that the sets ~{o are finite by providing an explicit bound 
on the size of the matroids in Jgz;. This bound and Theorem 2.8 also provide the 
means for creating an explicit list of matroids in J/Zij for small values of i and j. 
Section 4 generalizes the dependence ofthe coefficient bij on the existence of a cyclic 
flat of corank i and nullity j. In particular, the coefficients bij that count the cyclic flats 
of corank i and nullity j are specified. The above result also has interesting applica- 
tions for certain special subclasses of matroids. For example, if a simple matroid M is 
representable over GF(q), then there are coefficients of its Tutte polynomial which 
count the projective subspaces of M for each dimension. These coefficients are 
identified in Section 4. The coefficients that count the cliques of each size in a simple 
graphic matroid are also identified there. 
The terminology and notation used will, in general, follow Oxley [9]. A detailed 
summary of the basic theory of the Tutte polynomial is given by Brylawski n [3] and 
some of our terminology will follow his. In particular, note that in [9] and elsewhere, 
the 'corank' of a set X means the rank of X in the dual. For that particular meaning of 
'corank', the notation r~t.(X) will be used here, but it will not be referred to as 
'corank'. I fX  is a union of circuits of M, that is, MIX has no coloops, then X is called 
cyclic. Matroid duality will be used to shorten many of the proofs. In this paper, one of 
the more frequently used aspects of duality relates cyclic sets and flats. Specifically, 
X is a cyclic set of a matroid M if and only if E(M) - X is a flat of the dual matroid 
M*. For matroids M1 and M2 such that E(M1) c~ E(M2) = {e}, the parallel and series 
connection with respect to the basepoint e will be denoted by Pe(M~, M2) and 
Se(M~, Mz), respectively. The basic results on parallel and series connections used 
here were proved by Brylawski in [1], and are summarized in [4]. 
Let ~ equal the set of bases of M. For a basis B and element eeE-  B, the 
fundamental circuit CM(e, B) of e with respect o B is the unique circuit contained in 
B•e. Suppose that E(M) is totally ordered. For a basis B, ife e E - B and e is the least 
element of CM(e, B), then e is called an externally active element of B. Dually, if e e B 
and e is the least element of Cza.(e, E - B), then e is called an internally active element 
of B. Let 
IA(B) = {e e B : e is an internally active element of B}, 
EA(B) = {e ~ E - B: e is an externally active element of B}, 
IP(B) = B - IA(B), 
EP(B) = (E - B) - EA(B). 
The elements in IP(B) and EP(B) are called internally and externally passive, 
respectively. The number of elements in IA(B) is called the internal activity of 
B and is denoted z(B). Likewise, lEA(B)[ is called the external activity of B and is 
denoted e(B). 
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For a matroid M, the Tutte polynomial t(M) is defined by 
t(M) = ~ (x - 1)c°r<X)(y- 1) nul(X). (1) 
X ~ E(M) 
Crapo [5, Theorem 1] showed that this definition is equivalent to the equation, 
t(M) = ~ x'~my ~B). (2) 
Be.~ 
Evidently, this two-variable polynomial can be expressed in the form t(M) = ybi jx iy  j, 
where b~j >i O. For the statement of many of the results that follow, it will be 
convenient to introduce a partial order on the indices of the coefficients of t(M). 
Define (i,j) <~ (i', j ') if i ~< i' and j ~<j'. 
2. A characterization of J//ij 
The main result of this section is Theorem 2.8, which characterizes the matroids 
which are minor-minimal among connected matroids with b~ > 0. The proof will 
require the following lemmas. The first result is due to Tutte [11, 6.5] (see also [9, 
Theorem 4.3.1]). 
Lemma 2.1. For a connected matroid M and an element e ~ E(M), either M/e or M\e  is 
connected. 
The next two results are due to Brylawski [2, Proposition 6.8 and Corollary 6.9, 
respectively] (for the former, see also [9, Corollary 4.3.7]). 
Lemma 2.2. Let N be a connected minor of a connected matroid M. Then there is 
a sequence Mo, M1, M2, . . . ,  M ,  of connected matroids such that Mo = N, M,  = M, 
and, for each i in {0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1}, Mi is a single-element deletion or a single-element 
contraction of Mi+ a. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  N is a non-empty minor of a connected matroid M, then bij( N) <~ blj(M), 
for all (i, j). 
Let aij(M) = I{X-  E(M): cor(X) = i and nul(X) =J}l. Thus, t(M) = 
~ai~(x - 1)i(y - 1) ~. The next two lemmas are taken from [3]. The first is contained in 
the proof of Proposition 5.8 of [3]; and the second is an immediate corollary to 
Proposition 6.5 of [3]. 
Lemma 2.4. For a matroid M, aij(M) >1 bij(M). 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that M is a matroid and (i,j) <<. (h,k) <~(i',j'). I f  bij > 0 and 
br j, > O, then bak > O. 
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Lemma 2.6. Suppose that M is a connected matroid and (i, j) =~ (0, 0). I f  there is a set 
X ~ E such that cor(X) >i i and nul(X) >~j, then bij(M) > O. 
Proof. Let 6 e be the collection of subsets X of E such that cor(X) ~> i and nul(X) >i j. 
Let Ai,j, = {X ~ E: cor(X) = i' and nul(X) =j'}. Suppose that 5 e is non-empty. Let 
(i",j") be a maximal member of the finite set {(i',j'): Ai,j, ___S e}. By Eq.(1), the 
members of Ai,,~,, make positive contributions to bg,,j,,. Since (i", j " )  is maximal, these 
are the only sets making contributions to b,,j,,. Therefore b~,,~,, > 0. Because 
(i, j) 4:(0,0) either (i, j) >~ (1, 0) or (i,j)>~(O, 1), and since M is connected, 
blo = bol > 0. Because (i", j " ) /> (i, j), Lemma 2.5 implies that b~ > 0. [] 
Finally, the following lemma follows by duality from the definition of J/g~j. 
Lemma 2.7. M ~ Jgij if and only if M* ~ JCji. 
A matroid is minimally connected if it is connected but every single-element deletion 
is disconnected. A matroid M is minor-minimally-connected if M is connected but, for 
every element e, precisely one of M\e  and M/e is disconnected. Let Con(M), or simply 
Con, be {e ~ E(M): m/e is disconnected}. 
Theorem 2.8. Let i + j ~ 2. The matroid M is minor-minimal among connected 
matroids with bij(M) > 0 if and only if M satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) M is minor-minimally-connected; 
(ii) Con is the unique set of corank i and nullity j; and 
(iii) Con is a cyclic flat. 
Proof. Suppose that M is minor-minimal among connected matroids with bij(M) > O. 
Note that, since i + j ~> 2, it follows that M has at least two elements. By Lemma 2.4 
there is an X _ E such that r(X) = r(M) - i and JX] = r(X) +j. Since M is connected 
with at least two elements, if e6E  - X, then rM\e(X) = rM(X) = 
r(M) - i = r(M\e) - i and [X[ = rM(X) + j = rM'\e(X) + j. Thus COrM\~(X ) = i and 
nulM\e(X) = j, sO by Lemma 2.6, bii(M\e) > 0. Because M is minor-minimal among 
connected matroids with bij > 0, it follows that, if e ~ E - X, then M\e  is discon- 
nected, By duality, if e e X, then M/e is disconnected. Therefore, M is minor-mini- 
mally-connected and X = Con. Hence X is the unique set of corank i and null ityj and 
it follows that (i) and (ii) hold. 
If Con is not cyclic, then there is an element eeCon such that 
cor(Con - {e}) = i + 1 and nul(Con - {e}) = j .  Then corM,:(Con -- {e}) = i + 1 
and nul~,x(Con - {e}) = j. It follows by Lemma 2.6 that bii(M\e) > 0 and hence, 
M\e  is disconnected. This contradicts Lemma 2.1. Therefore Con is cyclic. By duality 
and Lemma 2.7, E - Con is cyclic in M*. Therefore Con is a flat of M. Thus (iii) holds. 
Now suppose M satisfies (i)-(iii). Because cor(Con) = i and nul(Con) = j, it follows 
by Lemma 2.6 that bij > 0. Assume that M has a proper connected minor N such that 
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bij(N) > 0. Since i + j >~ 2, N must be non-empty. Since M is connected, it follows 
from Lemma 2.2 that, for some e e E, either M\e is connected and N is a minor of M\e, 
or M/e is connected and N is a minor of M/e. Since bit(N) > 0 and N is non-empty, it 
follows from Lemma 2.3 that either (a) e e Con and b~j(M\e) > 0, or (b) ee E - Con 
and b~j(M/e)> 0. Suppose that (a) holds. Then, by Lemma 2.4, there is a set 
Y~_E-{e} such that corM,,e(Y)=i and nUlM,.e(Y)=j. Now Con# Y, yet 
COrM(Y) = COrM,,e(Y) = i and nUlM(Y) = nUlM,e(Y) = j, contradicting (ii). Hence (a) is 
impossible. By duality, (b) cannot occur either. Therefore, M has no connected minor 
N such that bij(N) > O. [] 
Though Theorem 2.8 goes a long way toward characterizing exactly which ma- 
troids are in ~//g~j for particular values of i and j, an explicit list of such matroids will be 
delayed until the end of the next section. The bound provided in Section 3 will make 
such a listing almost trivial for small values of i and j. Lemma 2.7 provides a funda- 
mental relationship between the pairs Jg~j and Jgji. Though it is an immediate 
consequence of the definitions, it is a valuable tool in constructing the list of matroids 
in ~#~j. The following corollary to Theorem 2.8 appears to be even more basic than 
Lemma 2.7, and yet it does not immediately follow from the definitions. 
Corollary 2.9. JC/if~J/v j, = 0 unless i = i' and j = j'. [] 
3. A bound on ]E(M)I for Me ~' i  
In Theorem 2.8, the set Con(M) played a key role in determining whether or not the 
matroid M e ~'ij. The main result of this section, Theorem 3.4, bounds the sizes of 
Con(M) and Del(M) in terms of i and j. These bounds imply that the sets ~'ij are finite 
for all i and j. The section concludes with an explicit determination of the sets 
,~'11, J¢/21, and Jg12- 
By Theorem 2.8, if i + j >~ 2 and M e J//~j, then M is minor-minimally-connected, 
Therefore, results for minor-minimally-connected matroids also hold for matroids in 
J¢/~j where i + j ~> 2. The converse is not true. For example, the matroid M obtained 
by extending a triangle by adding an element in parallel to each of the two out of three 
edges is minor-minimally-connected; but,because Con(M) is not a fiat, M is not in 
~#ij for any (i, j). A characterization f minor-minimally-connected matroids given by 
Oxley [-8] will be used to find a bound on IE(M)[ for M e J/ij. The following is 
a straightforward consequence of the characterization given in [8]. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose a matroid M is minor-minimally-connected. Then, either Con(M) 
is a union of 2-circuits; or, given an element e~Con(M) not in a 2-circuit, 
M = Pe(Ml\ f l ,  M2\f2), where both M1 and M2 are minor-minimally-connected havin~t 
at least four elements and {e,f~} and {e, f2} are circuits of M 1 and ME, respectively. 
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Theorem 2.8 showed not only that a member M of dg/j is minor-minimally- 
connected, but also that, for such a matroid, Con(M) must be a cyclic fiat. This 
additional condition will be used to tailor Lemma 3.1 to the present context. For the 
relevance of the terms cor(Con(M)) and nul(Con(M)) in what follows, note that if 
M ~ rigid, then i = cor(Con(M)) and j = nul(Con(M)). 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that M is minor-minimally-connected, that Con(M) is a cyclic flat, 
and that cor(Con(M))+ nul(Con(M))>~ 2. Then either Con(M) is a union of 2- 







(v) cor(Con(ml)) + cor(Con(m2)) = cor(Con(M)), 
nul(Con(mz)) -- nul(Con(m)) + 2. 
both M 1 and Mz are minor-minimally-connected; 
{e, fl} and {e, fz} are circuits of MI and M2, respectively; 
Con(M1) and Con(M2) are cyclic flats of M1 and M2, respectively; 
cor(Con(ml)) + nul(Con(ml)) >~ 2, and cor(Con(m2)) + nul(Con(m2)) ~> 2; 
and nul(Con(M1)) + 
Proof. Suppose Con(M) is not a union of 2-circuits and e is in Con(M) but is not in 
any 2-circuits of M. By Lemma 3.1, M = Pe(M1kfl, M2\f2) where both M1 and 
Me are minor-minimally-connected, { ,f~} and {e, f2} are circuits of M1 and M2, 
respectively, and M1 and M2 have at least four elements. In particular, (i) and (ii) 
follow from Lemma 3.1 directly. 
The first step in the proofs of (iii)-(v) will be to show that 
Con(Mi) - {y]} = Con(M)c~E(M/). (3) 
Since Con(Mikf) equals either Con(M)nE(Mikfi) or (Con(M)mE(Mikf)) - {e}, in 
order to prove (3), it is sufficient to show that Con(M/) = Con(Mi\f)w{e, fi}. Since 
[E(M/)[ >~ 4, it follows that {e,f~} c_ Con(M/). Suppose x ~ Con(Mi) - {e,f} but 
x¢Con(Mikfi). Then Mikf /x  = Mi/xkfi is not disconnected but M//x is discon- 
nected. Therefore, f must be in a parallel class with e and x. This contradicts the 
assumption that {e} is a trivial parallel class of M. Now suppose x ~ Con(M/\f~) but 
x ¢ Con(Mi). Then Mi/x is connected but Mikfi/x = Mdx\f i  is disconnected. How- 
ever, Mdxkf  must be connected since M//x is connected and f~ is parallel to e in Mi.  
Hence Con(M/) = Con(M~kf~)~{e, fi}, and (3)is proved. 
Since Con(M) is a fiat of M it follows that Con(M)c~E(Mi) is a fiat of Mikf~. Thus, 
by (3), Con(M/) - {f} is a flat of M/\f~. Since eEfon(M/)  and {e,f~} is a circuit of 
M/, it follows that Con(M/) is a flat of M/. 
By (3), if xECon(M1) -{e ,  fl}, then xeCon(M). Since Con(M) is cyclic, 
x~C ~_ Con(M) for some circuit C of M. Either C is a circuit of Mlkf l ,  or 
C = (C~ - {e, f l  })w(C2 - {e, f2 }) where C~ and C2 are circuits of M~ \f~ and M2 \f2, 
respectively. In each case, x belongs to some circuit contained in Con(Ma ). Recall that 
e is contained in the two-circuit {e, f l  }- Hence, Con(M1) is cyclic. Likewise, Con(M2) 
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is cyclic. Therefore, Con(M1) and Con(M2) are cyclic flats of M1 and M2, respec- 
tively. Hence (iii) holds. 
Suppose cor(Con(M1)) = 0. Because Con(M1) is a flat, Con(m1) = E(M1). Since 
M1 is connected, M1 has at least r(M1) + 1 rank-1 flats. Moreover, because and 
f l  are in the same rank-1 flat, {E(M1){ >/r(M1) + 2, and hence, nul(Con(M1)) = 2. 
Therefore if cor(Con(M1)) = 0, then cor(Con(M1)) + nul(Con(Ml)) ~> 2. Since 
{e,J] } is a parallel class of Con(M1), it follows that nul(Con(M1)) >~ 1. Therefore if
cor(Con(ml)) >/1, then cor(Con(M~)) +nul(Con(M1))/> 2. Hence cor(Con(M1)) + 
nul(Con(M1)) >/2 and, likewise, cor(Con(Mz)) + nul(Con(M2)) >~ 2. Hence (iv) holds. 
Since eeCon(M),  it follows that Con(m)~-Pe(Con(ml \ f l ) ,  Con(mz\f2)). 
Therefore, 
cot(Con(M)) = r(M) - r(Con(M)) = [ r (M l \ f l )  + r (Mz\ f2)  - 1] 
- J r (Con(M, ) -  {f~ })+ r (Con(M2) -  { f2}) -  1] 
= Jr(M1) + r(M2) - 1] - Jr(Con(M1)) + r(Con(M2)) - 1] 
= [r(Ma) - r(Con(M1))] + Jr(M2) - r(Con(M2))] 
Also, 
= cor(Con(M1)) + cor(Con(M2)). 
nul(Con(M)) = ICon(M){ - r(Con(M)) 
= [ICon(M1){ + ICon(M2)}- 3] 
- [-r(Con(M1)) + r(Con(M2)) - 1] 
-- [-ICon(M1)l - r(Con(M1))] 
+ [-ICon(Mz)[ - r(Con(Mz))]  - 2 
= nul(Con(M1)) + nul(Con(M2)) - 2. 
This completes the proof of (v) and the lemma. [] 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that M is minor-minimally-connected with Con(M) a cyclic flat 
and that cor(Con(M)) + nul(Con(M)) >/2. Then 
(i) Con(M)l ~< cor(Con(M)) + 2nul(Con(M)) - 1; 
(ii) hDel(M){ ~< nul(Con(M)) + 2cor(Con(M)) - 1; and 
(iii) IE(M)l ~< 3cor(Con(M)) + 3nul(Con(M)) - 2. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove (i) because (ii) follows from (i) by duality and (iii) is just 
the combination of (i) and (ii). 
Suppose that every element of Con(M) is in a nontrivial parallel class. Then 
nul(Con(M)) ~> ½1Con(M){, and hence, ICon(M)] ~ 2nul(Con(M)) with equality if 
and only if the simplification of Con(M) is independent and each parallel class of 
Con(M) contains two elements. Since M is connected, if {Con(M)l = 2 nul(Con(M)), 
then cor(Con(M)) >~ 1. Therefore [Con(M)l ~< cor(Con(M)) + 2 nul(Con(M)) - 1. 
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Now suppose that Con(M) has an element e that is not in a two-circuit. The 
bound given by (i) will be proved by induction on the number of elements of Con(M) 
that are not in two-circuits. Note that M satisfies (v) of Lemma 3.2 and M = 
Pe(ml \ f l ,mz \ f2 ) .  By the induction assumption, [Con(mk)] ~< cor(Con(Mk))+ 
2nul(Con(Mk)) - 1, for k = 1, 2. Hence, 
ICon(m)[ = ]Con(ml)[ + ]Con(m2)[ - 3 
~< [cor(Con(ma)) + 2nul(Con(ml)) - 1] 
+ [cor(Con(m2)) + 2 nul(Con(Mz)) - 1] - 3 
= [cor(Con(ml) + cor(Con(m2))] 
+ 2 [nul(Con(ml)) + nul(Con(m2))] - 5 
= cor(Con(M)) + 2(nul(Con(m)) + 2) - 5 
= cor(Con(M)) + 2nul(Con(m)) - 1. [] 
Applying Lemma 3.3 to the matroids in ~#ii for i + j  ~> 2 provides the following 
results. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that i + j >~ 2 and M ~ d/lii. Then 
(i) ICon(M)[ ~< i + 2j - 1; 
(ii) [DeI(M)I ~<j + 2i - 1; and 
(iii) [E(M)I ~< 3i + 3j - 2. 
Corollary 3.5. The sets J/lib are finite for each i and j. 
The bounds given by Theorem 3.4 and the characterization given by Theorem 2.8 
provide the means for creating the list of matroids in J/i j for small values of i and j. 
The following results illustrate this. Recall that ~2 denotes the two-spoked wheel. 
Proposition 3.6. ~' l  1 = {~¢/2 }. 
Proof. Suppose that M~J / i~ .  By Theorem 2.8, Con(M) is a circuit. Moreover, 
Theorem 3.4(i) implies that Con(M) is a 2-circuit. Therefore r(M) = 2. Clearly, the 
two-wheel is a minor of every rank-two connected matroid containing a 2-circuit. 
Since the two-wheel satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.8, the result holds. [] 
Proposition 3.7. Let G1 and G2 be the graphs in Fig. 1. Then Jg21 = {M(G1), M(G2)}. 
Proof. Suppose that MaJ//{21. By Theorem 2.8, Con(M) is a circuit. Moreover, 
Theorem 3.4(i) implies that Con(M) is either a 2-circuit or a 3-circuit. Suppose that 
Con(M) is the 3-circuit {e, f  g}. By Lemma 3.1, M ~ Pc(N1, N2) where it may be 
(a) 
Fig. 1. (a) G1 and (b) Gz. 







Fig. 2. (a) Hi and (b) H 2. 
assumed that {e,f, g} c_ E(N1) and ]E(N2) - {e}l >/2. The matroid N1 can be sim- 
ilarly decomposed relative to the element f. This procedure can be repeated again for 
the element g. The result is that there are at least six elements in Del(M), contradicting 
Theorem 3.4(ii). Therefore Con(M) is a 2-circuit and r(M) = 3. Since M is connected 
and contains a 2-circuit, it must have at least five elements. Since IE(M)] = 
IDel(M)]+2, Theorem 3.4(ii) implies that IE(M)]~<6. If [E(M)I =5,  then 
m = M(G2). 
Suppose that [E(M)[ =6.  Note that M*EJH12, and Con(M*)= Del(M) and 
DeI(M*) = Con(M). Moreover, r(M*) = 3 and rM,(Con(m*)) = 2; and Con(M*) is 
cyclic and without loops in M*. Therefore, in M*, the restriction to Con(M*) is either 
isomorphic to the two-wheel; or isomorphic to the rank-two uniform matroid on four 
elements; or Con(M*) consists of two sets A and B of parallel elements with two 
elements in each set. In the first two cases M*/x _~ M*(G2) for some x~Con(M*). 
Therefore, the last case holds. The four elements consisting of Con(M) and either A or 
B constitute a hyperplane of M. Each of these hyperplanes i isomorphic to the 
two-wheel. Therefore, M = M(Gx). Clearly, M(G1) and M(G2) satisfy Theorem 2.8. 
Hence the result is proved. [] 
The next result follows immediately from its predecessor by duality. 
Corollary 3.8. Let H1 and H 2 be the graphs in Fig. 2. Then J / /{1,2 = {M(Hx), 
M(H2)}. 
4. Coefficients that count cyclic flats 
The main result of this section, Theorem 4.11, determines precisely when a coeffi- 
cient bij of t(M) counts the subsets of M having corank i and nullity j. In particular, it
will follow from this that if M e Jr'i j, then bij(M) = 1. 
Arranging the positive coefficients of t(M) in an array, the coefficients of Theorem 
4.11 will be identified by their relative location in this array. Consider the matroid 
M = M(G) where G is the graph in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. G. 
The Tutte polynomial fo rMis  
t(M) =[ 'xg]+ 4X 4 + 6X 3 + 5x 2 + 2x 
+[-~+ 8x3y + 12x2y + 9xy + 2y 
+ 8X2y 2 + 12xy 2 + 6y 2 
+[ '~+ 6xy 3+ 7y a 
+ ~ + 4y 4 
+D 
The boxed terms x 5, x4y, xZy 3, xy 4, and y5 are called the corners of t(M). In general, 
the term bi#iy j, or more usually, the coefficient bij is a corner of t(M) if b~j > 0 and 
there is no other positive coefficient by,i,, with (i', j ') ~> (i, j). 
By Eq. (2), bij counts the bases of internal activity i and external activityj. The proof 
of Theorem 4.11 will rely on the existence of a collection of sets d in one-to-one 
correspondence with the bases N, such that if A • d and B • ~, then cor(A) = t(B) and 
nul(A) = e(B) whenever A corresponds to B. In [6], Dawson constructed such a col- 
lection d as follows. Suppose that M is a totally ordered matroid. Let d = 
{A: A = IP(B)wEA(B) for B • N}. The definition of ~ induces a bijection from ~ to 
d .  The proof of the main result will require an extension of this map to the entire 
power set of E. To create such an extension consider the collection ~(M) of intervals 
of the power set 2 ~ of E where 
~(M) = {lIP(B), E - EP(B)]: B•~}.  
Dawson [6, Lemma 1.4] proved that ~(M) partitions 2 e and each interval of 
~(M) contains precisely one basis and one member of d .  Hence, there are well- 
defined functions a and fl from 2 ~ to d and ~, respectively. These functions 
are defined by letting ~(X) be the element of d such that X and c~(X) are in 
the same interval of ~(M). Similarly, fl(X) is the element of N such that X and fl(X) 
are in the same interval of ~(M). Note that ~(M), d ,  e, and fl depend on the ordering 
of E(M). 
In order to prove the main result of this section, the following additional results will 
be needed. For a subset X of a totally ordered matroid, let min(X) denote the least 
element of X with respect o that order. 
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Lemma 4.1 (Dawson [6, Corol lary 3.3]). Aed if and only if 
(i) if C is a circuit of M and C - {min(C)} ~_ A, then C ~ A; and 
(ii) if D is a cocircuit of M and D - {min(D)} ~_ E - A, then D ~_ E - A. 
The next two lemmas are also from [6]. They appear in the proofs of more general 
results, Proposit ion 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, respectively. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  Aed  and Ae[ IP (B) ,  E -EP(B) ]  then A is the unique set in 
[IP(B), E - EP(B)]  such that cor(A) = l(B) and nul(A) = e(B). Moreover, there are 
sets of  corank i and nullity j in l IP(B), E - EP(B)]. 
Lemma 4.3. I f  X is a cyclic flat of M, then X ~ d .  
Suppose that E is totally ordered and X and Y are subsets of E. Then define X < Y 
if x < y for all xeX  and y~ Y. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that M is a non-empty connected matroid and X ~ E. Then X ~ 
if and only if there is a total order on E such that X ~ ~¢. 
Proof. Suppose that Aed and Ae~.  By Lemma 4.2, cor(A) = ,(A) and nul(A) = 
~(A). Since A 6 ~,  the corank and the nullity of A are zero. Therefore, z(A) = ~(A) = 0. 
This contradicts the observation that the least element of any ordering (which 
exists, since M is non-empty) will be active relative to any basis. Hence, if A ~d,  
then A ~M. 
Suppose that A$~.  Let B~ such that Bc~A is a basis for A. Suppose that 
DE(M)1 = n and let l = n - [Bc~A L - ](E - B)c~(E - A)]. We construct an order on 
E by first arbitrari ly assigning {1, 2 . . . . .  l} to the elements in (B -  A )w(A-  B). 
Then use the following algorithm to assign {l + l, l + 2 . . . .  ,n} to the elements in 
(Bc~A)w[(E - B)c~(E - A)]. 
Let N = M, let X = Bc~A, let X'  = (E - B)c~(E - A), and let k = n. 
1. If XwX'  is empty, then stop. 
2. If there is a two-circuit {x, y} of N such that x ~ X and y ~ X' ,  go to step 6. 
3. If there is a two-cocircuit {x, y} of N such that x ~ X '  and y ~ X, go to step 5. 
4. Arbitrari ly choose an element y~XwX' .  If y6X,  go to step 5. If y6X ' ,  go to 
step 6. 
5. Assign k to y. Let N := N/y; let X := X - {y}; and let k := k - 1. Go  to step 1. 
6. Assign k to y. Let N := N\y;  let X '  := X '  -- {y}; and let k := k - 1. Go  to step 1. 
In order to show that A~d for the above order, it is sufficient to show that 
A satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.1. First we prove that the above algorithm satisfies 
the following two conditions. 
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(a) No element of Bc~A is contracted as a coloop. 
(b) No element of (E - B)n(E - A) is deleted as a loop. 
Suppose that x ~ BnA was contracted as a coloop. Since M is connected, there must 
be an element y such that, at some step, {x, y} was a two-cocircuit and y was deleted. 
Therefore, y > x and {x, y} was a two-cocircuit when y was deleted in step 6. Since 
step 3 applies in this situation but was evidently not reached, y must have been deleted 
as a result of step 2. Therefore y was in a two-circuit at the time. By orthogonality, 
{x,y} was both a two-circuit and a two-cocircuit at this step. This implies that 
E(N)={x,y} .  Since A¢~',  either B-A  or A-B  is non-empty. Since 
(B - A)u(A - B) ~_ E(N) at each step, E(N) - {x, y} was non-empty, a contradiction. 
Therefore, no element of BnA is contracted as a coloop. Hence (a) is proved, and (b) 
follows by duality. 
Suppose that C is a circuit of M and C - {rain(C)} _c A. Let y = rain(C) and 
suppose that ye(E -B)n(E -A) .  Since A -B<(E-B)n(E -A) ,  the set 
C - {y} ~_ Ac~B. Therefore, in the algorithm producing the order, y was deleted as 
a loop. This contradicts (b) and hence y¢(E -  B)n(E -  A). Now suppose that 
yeB-  A. Since yecl(A) and BnA is a basis for A, the element yecl(BnA).  This 
contradicts the assumptions that B is a basis of M and y e B - A. Therefore y q! B - A. 
Hence y e A and the set A satisfies (i) of Lemma 4.1. The set A satisfies (ii) of Lemma 
4.1 by duality. Therefore, Ae J .  [] 
Lemma 4.5, For a matroid M, suppose that A c_ E(M). Then A ~ for all total 
orderings of E if and only if A is a cyclic fiat of M. 
Proof. Suppose that A is not a flat. Then there is a circuit Co fM and an element y e C 
such that CnA = C - {y}. Construct an order on E such that y is the minimum 
element. Then the set A does not satisfy (i) of Lemma 4.1. Therefore, A ¢ ~'. By duality, 
if A is not cyclic, then there is an order of E such that A q~ d .  Therefore, if A is not 
a cyclic flat, then there is an order on E such that A q~ d .  Lemma 4.3 completes the 
proof. [] 
The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.5. Note that it strengthens 
a result (stated earlier as Lemma 2.4) of Brylawski. 
Corollary 4.6. For a matroid M, suppose that aij counts the sets of corank i and nullity j. 
Then bii < ai~ if and only if there is a set of corank i and nullity j which is not a cyclic 
fiat. 
The following result will be used to generalize Lemma 4.4 to all matroids. It also 
provides a combinatorial proof of the well-known result that if M = M1 • M2, then 
t(M) = t(M1)t(Mz). 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that M = MI @ M2 @ ... G M,. Further, suppose that 
E = E(M) is totally ordered and that E~ = E(Ms) has the total ordering induced by the 
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orderin9 on E, for s= 1,2 . . . . .  t. Then [X, Y ]6~(M)  if and only if 
IX]E,, YIEs] ~ ~(M~) for s = 1, 2 . . . . .  t. 
Proof. We may assume that M = M 1 @ M2; the general case follows immediately by 
induction. Since M = Mt @ M2, a subset B of E is a basis of M if and only if 
Bs = B]Es is a basis for Ms for each s~ {1, 2}. Suppose that B, B1 and B2 are bases of 
M, M~ and M2, respectively, where B = BawB2. The proof of the result relies on the 
claim that IP(Bs) = IP(B)IE, for each s~ {1, 2}. Since M = M~ ® M2, a set D meeting 
E, is a cocircuit of M if and only ifD is a cocircuit of M~ for s~ {1, 2}. Therefore, ifx is 
an element of Bs for s~ {1, 2}, then CM:(x, E~ - B~) = C~t.(x, E - B). Hence, i fx~E~, 
then x~IP(B~) if and only if x~IP(B); that is IP(B~)= IP(B)IE~, for s~{1,2}. By 
duality, E~ - EP(B~) = [E - EP(B)]IE~. Since each interval of ~(M) and ~(M~) is of 
the form lIP(B), E - EP(B)] and [IP(Bs), E, - EP(B~)], respectively, for se {1, 2}, 
the lemma is proved. [] 
Corollary 4.8. Suppose the matroid M =MI@M2G ".. @Mr. Then t (M)= 
t(Mt) t (M2) '"  t(M,). 
Corollary 4.9. Suppose that M = M~ @ M2 @ "'" 0 Mr. Then bi~(M) is a corner of 
t(M) if and only if bi,,j~(Ms) is a corner of t(Ms) for ever),, sequence (in, j l ), (i2, j2) . . . . .  
(it, jr) such that ~=1i~ = i, and ~t~=ljs =j, and bi, j~(M,) > O. 
The next lemma follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7. 
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that M is a non-empty matroid and M = MI G M2 G "'" @ M~ 
where Ms is a non-empty connected matroid, for s = 1,2, . . . , t .  Then there is 
a total order on E such that Ac~E(Ms)¢~)(Ms) if and only if Aeo4,  for each 
se [ 1, 2 . . . . .  t}. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. In [3], Brylawski showed 
that if bij is a corner of t(M), then bij counts the sets of corank i and nullity j and each 
such set is a cyclic flat. The proof given by Brylawski was based on an examination of 
the Tutte polynomial given by Eq. (1). A new combinatorial proof proof will be given 
here. This theorem also strengthens Brylawski's result. 
Theorem 4.11. Suppose that bij > 0 ,['or a matroid M. Then the followin9 are equivalent. 
(i) bij is a corner of t(M). 
(ii) Every set of corank i and nullity j is a cyclic flat. 
(iii) bij counts the sets of corank i and nullity j. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows immediately from Lemma 4.6. State- 
ments (i) and (ii) are clearly equivalent in the case of the empty matroid, so we shall 
assume that M is not empty. 
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To prove that (i) implies (ii), suppose that there is a set X of corank i and nullity 
j which is not a cyclic flat. By Lemma 4.5, there is an order of E such that c~(X) ~ X. 
Suppose that ~(X) = A and fl(X) = B. By Lemma 4.2, 
0(B), e(B)) = (cor(A), nul (A)) > (i, j). 
Therefore, b~j is not a corner of t(M). Hence if (ii) falls, so does (i). 
Finally, to prove that (ii) implies (i), note that since a cyclic flat of a matroid is the 
disjoint union of cyclic flats of each connected component, Corollary 4.9 implies that 
we need only prove this implication in the connected case. Therefore, suppose that 
M is connected and that bij is not a corner of t(M). Then b~,j, > 0 for some 
(i ', j ') > (i,j). Further, suppose that Ae J  such that cot(A) = i' and nul(A) =j ' .  By 
Lemma 4.2, there is a set X such that ~(X)= A and cor(X)= i and nul(X)=j.  
Moreover, X is not a cyclic flat, since X ¢d .  Hence (ii) implies (i). [] 
Before applying Theorem 4.11, we note that the intervals of ~(M) have been used 
before in connection with the Tutte polynomial. In I-5], Crapo used essentially the 
same intervals to prove that the definitions of the Tutte polynomial given by Eqs. (1) 
and (2) are equivalent. Also, a recursive definition of these intervals, given in [7], 
motivated the algorithm in the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
The next result applies Theorem 4.11 to the matroids J/g~j characterized by 
Theorem 2.8. 
Corollary 4.12. A connected matroid M has a connected proper minor N such that 
bii(N) > 0 if either of the following holds. 
(i) blj(M) > 1. 
(ii) b~,i,(M ) > 0 for some (i', j ') > (i, j). 
In the following, we use well-known facts about graphic and representable matroids 
to apply Theorem 4.11 to matroids in those subclasses. Though these results are not 
difficult to prove directly without Theorem 4.11, they appear to be new results. In 
essence, Theorem 4.11 has done more to facilitate the discovery of these results than it 
has done to facilitate their proofs. 
Suppose that G is a simple graph and M = M(G). Then the largest possible sets of 
rank k - 1 in M are k-cliques of G. If k ~> 3, then each k-clique of G is cyclic in M. 
Every k-clique has nullity 
Applying Theorem 4.11 yields the following. 
Proposition 4.13. Suppose that G is a simple graph, M = M(G), and k ~ 3. Then 
(i) br~u)-(k-1),.(k) counts the k-cliques of G; 
(ii) b,(u)-<k- l~,,~k~ <~ ( ,~÷1); and 
(iii) if (i, j) > (r(M) -- (k - 1), n(k)), then bij(M) = O. 
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Now suppose that M is a simple matro id  representable over GF(q).  The largest 
possible sets of rank k in M are flats isomorphic to the projective space PG(k - 1, q). 
If k >~ 2, then PG(k  - 1, q) is cyclic and has null ity n(k, q) = (qk _ 1)/(q -- 1) -- k. 
Recall that the projective space PG(r  - 1, q) contains [~,]q restrictions isomorphic to 
the projective space PG(k  - 1, q), where [~,]q is the Gaussian coefficient 
[ r ] (q r - -1 ) (qr - -q ) ' " (q r - -q  k - l )  
k q (qk _ 1)(qk _ q) ... (qk _ qk-a)" 
Applying Theorem 4.11 yields the following. 
Proposition 4.14. Suppose M is a simple matroid representable over GF(q)  and k >~ 2. 
Then 
(i) br~M)-k,.(k,q) counts the projective spaces PG(k  - 1, q) contained in M; 
(ii) br(M)-k.n(k,q) ~ [-r(kM)]q ; and 
(iii) (f (i, j) > (r(M) - k, n(k, q)), then blt(m) = O. 
In part icular,  if M is a simple binary matroid,  then br(~t)- 2,1 counts the 3-circuits in 
M and br~)-3 ,4  counts the Fano  sub-matroids contained in M. 
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